Origami rose diagram

If you haven't folded any origami rose before, welcome to the fun of folding origami rose flower.
Since we are dealing 3D-model here, it might be very hard for you to get started with 3D rose
initially. There are many sites giving instructions for 2D-models you can search the web using
"origami" as a key word. If you are confident with 2D-models, then you can start with "Easy
Origami Roses" here. But before start working on Easy Rose, you need to know some basics of
origami folding techniques known as valley-fold and mountain-fold. They are shown in How To
Make Origami page. After you learned what valley-fold and mountain-fold are, you need to
practice them with some simple origami models. If you have not folded an origami crane before,
it is a good practice to learn it now. Origami crane will teach you not only valley and mountain
folds but also more advanced technique called " inside reverse-fold ". If you are becoming
comfortable with these roses, then you can start working on intermediate-level origami roses
such as Standard or Spiral Rose. Try to learn all of intermediate-level roses and if you are
becoming comfortable with these roses, then you are ready to work on advanced-level roses
such as angled Kawaski rose. Please be patient and don't rush. If you do it gradually, then some
day you will be able to fold a the advanced-lelvel rose that you would have dreamed about. You
can make origami roses for Mother's Day, Father's Day, birthday, first anniversary, proposal of
marriage or any special occasions. If you are interested in origami flowers not rose, then you
need to go to this link. If you make a complete rose with paper stem, calyx, and leaf, then this
tutorial would guide your way. If you want to make a complete rose with a wire stem, calyx, and
two leaves, this tutorial would teach the way to do ti. The choice of the rose is the standard rose
but you can change it to other rose. If you are a beginner in origami, you need to try these roses
first. You will need to learn how to read diagrams which are a picture and set of lines given as
origami instructions to fold a paper. At least, you need to know what valley-fold and
mountain-fold are. Have a fun folding a rose with an origami paper! This is an easy version of
origam rose. This rose starts from bird-base. This is an easy version of origami rose called
"spinning top rose". The characteristic of this model is the spiral effect on the center. This rose
is an easy version of origami rose. It employees a modified bird-base which starts from a paper
rotated 45 degrees. This rose is also an easy version of origami rose. If you are an intermediate
folder, you can skip "Easy Rose" section and jump right on this section. It is recommended to
learn folding "Standard Rose" as well as "Spiral Rose" before working on any other models
since they both have a key concept which apply to other advanced models. After you finish
folding your rose flower, you might need calyx , leaf , and stem to complete your rose or you
might just need a base for your rose. The rose or rosebud was designed by Hyo Ahn. This rose
simulates rosebud which means that it is the youngest family member of all rose flowers. This
rose is a multi-petal version of the Spiral Rose Flower. This rose flower was originally designed
by Toshikazu Kawasaki. This is the simplistic rose design he made out of three. The rose is
similar to QT rose in body structure. The difference is in the center part of the rose where it is
still in the state of budding. This QT Rose Flower simulates mid half-bloom rose flower where
the center part of rose opens a quite a bit but the petals not extended outward yet. The
beginning part of folding is the same as Kawasaki rose KR so if you have folded KR before, then
it would be easy to follow. It starts with a 8x8 matrix base. One special folding technique that
you need to know for this model is inside reverse-fold. If you have mastered all the intermediate
roses or if you think intermediate roses are too easy for you, then you can start work on
advanced roses here. New Kawasaki rose KR would be a good choice for you to start with. This
rose is the latest and the most advanced version of the rose he designed. This rose is a
modified version of new rose of Kawasaki with swirly effect at the center. This is the five-petals
version of easy rose II, spinning-top rose. This is a five-petals version of Lovely Origami Rose. It
is a little complicated compared to the four-petals rose. I urge you to learn four-petals version
rose before working on this five-petals one. This five-petals standard paper rose is a little
difficult to fold compared to the four-petals one. If you are interested in other origami flowers,
then you need to go to this page to find out many origami instructions for origami flowers. I
would like hear your comments on these instructions. So don't forget to email me at. And also If
you find any bugs on any page, please don't hesitate to email to me. Please note that the
designer indicated as "Unknown" is unknown to me. If you happen to know the original
designer, please let me know so that I can correct it. How to make origami rose paper flowers If
you haven't folded any origami rose before, welcome to the fun of folding origami rose flower.
Good luck! Here you can learn folding a pentagon paper to make five-petals origami rose. If you
have not learned folding four-petals origami rose, it is recommended to learn it first before
working on five-petals one since it is more difficult to make five-petals rose. Make Origami
Heart!! Copyright Infringement. Easy Valentine's Rose Flower. Level Beginner. The choice of the
rose is the lovely rose here. Standard rose with Wire Stem. Level Intermediate. Easy Rose I.
Spinning Top Rose. Lovely Rose. Rose of Pretty. Spiral Rose Rosebud. Dream Rosebud.

Budding Kawasaki Rose. Standard Rose. Dream Rose. This rose is a multi-petal rose. Jewelry
Rose. QT Rose. Swirl Rose. This rose represents a late half-bloom rose flower. Full-bloom
Kawasaki Rose. This is the famous full-bloom rose by Kawasaki. Rose of Beauteous. Rose of
Beauty. New Kawasaki Rose. Level Advanced. New Swirl Kawasaki Rose. Fuller-Bloom New
Kawasaki Rose. The rose is the fuller-bloom compare to the original one. Fullest-Bloom New
Kawasaki Rose. The rose is the fullest-bloom compare to the original one. This is the five-petals
version of easy rose I. Easy Rose II. Five-Petals Lovely Rose. Five-Petals Spiral Rose.
Five-Petals Standard Rose. Last Updated: November 28, References. To create this article,
people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. There are 52 references
cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed
3,, times. Learn more Folding a rose is an intermediate origami project that results in a beautiful,
decorative flower. It all starts with a simple square that's carefully folded into a spiral pattern.
The rose comes together as four petals tightly twisted around a square base. Once you make
your first rose, you'll want to make several more so you can create an entire bouquet of these
pretty paper flowers. Become an absolute expert. Take our wikiHow Origami Course! To fold a
paper rose, use a square piece of paper and make the base folds, then unfold each base fold to
create creases. Next, use a straight edge and pencil to mark each crease you made. Then, make
the diagonal folds, unfold them, and mark those creases. Use your marked guidelines to fold the
paper until you have the basic structure, then move on to the intricate final folds to create the
rose petals! To learn about the specific folds you need to make, read on! Did this summary help
you? Yes No. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in
with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article.
We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy.
Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts.
Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Get a square piece of paper.
This paper rose starts with a simple square, as most origami projects do. Choose any color
you'd like, so long as the two sides are different in color or texture. Fold the paper in half Start
with the colored side down, white side up. Bring the bottom edge of the paper up to meet the
top edge. Crease the fold with your fingers, working from the center outwards. In the origami
world, this is known as a "valley fold," because it creates a little valley in the paper Almost
every origami project begins with a valley fold or its opposite, the mountain fold, which creates
a ridge. Unfold the paper. When you open the fold, you'll see the crease you've made running
right through the middle of the paper, creating a horizontal line. Orient the crease horizontally,
with the red side down. Fold the bottom half in half. Line up the bottom edge of the paper to
meet the horizontal crease in the middle. Fold the top half in half. Bring the top edge of the
paper to meet the lower horizontal crease. Now there are three horizontal creases in the paper
making four equal sections. Fold the bottom in three-quarters. Make sure your paper is oriented
so that the three creases you created in the previous step are horizontal, with the red side
down. Take the bottom edge of the paper The side closest to your body and drag it up across
the surface of the paper until it meets the crease that is closest to the top. The crease you are
trying to get the bottom edge to meet with is located one fourth of the way down the paper from
the top. If you've done the fold correctly, the area between the crease in the middle of the paper
and the crease three-fourths of the way down the paper has been split in half with your new
fold. You can unfold the crease you just made to make sure you did it right. However, make sure
to fold it back into place before moving on to the next step. Fold the bottom-right corner in.
Take hold of the bottom-right corner as made by the bottom crease and make a small diagonal
fold at a 45 degree angle. The corner should fold upward so that a small portion of the right
edge of the paper aligns with nearest crease. You should see four horizontal creases. Of your
four original areas, the one second from the bottom should be divided in half by one of these
horizontal creases. Additionally, in this same area, you should see two small diagonal creases
on the right side. Mark the creases. Using a pen or pencil, draw lines along your creases. Rotate
the paper degrees and repeat. Turn the paper so that the top becomes the bottom. Then, repeat
steps 7 through Rotate the paper 90 degrees and repeat. Turn the paper one quarter of a turn,
then repeat steps 2 through Rotate degrees and repeat. Turn the paper another half-turn, then
repeat steps 7 through Part 2 of Fold the paper in half diagonally. With the red side still down,
take the lower right corner and bring it to meet the upper left corner. Crease the fold with your
finger. Open it up to reveal a new diagonal crease. Fold the paper on the opposite diagonal.
Rotate the paper 90 degrees and repeat the previous two steps. Open it up to reveal two
diagonal creases that form an "X" through the paper. Fold the top-left corner. In each corner of
your paper, you should now see a small square that is divided by a single diagonal crease. Take
hold of the top left corner and fold it inward, creating a crease that is perpendicular to the
original diagonal crease. Unfold and mark all the new creases formed. You should now see a

small "X" in the top left corner. Draw a line along the new crease. Fold the bottom-right corner
up to the new line. Take the bottom-right corner and bring it up so that the point of the corner
just touches the new line you drew in the previous step. Unfold and mark. Unfold and draw a
line along the new diagonal crease. Rotate and repeat. Turn the paper degrees and repeat the
previous four steps. Rotate and repeat, again. Now turn the paper 90 degrees and repeat steps 5
through 9 of Part 2. Part 3 of Fold in the four corners. As in step 5 of Part two, fold in all four
corners. You should not need to make any new creases to do this. Turn the paper over. The red
side of your paper should now be face up. Locate the small triangle. Along the bottom edge of
your paper, you should see a small creased triangle. It has a crease down the middle, making it
look like two smaller triangles that share a vertical side. If you have trouble finding it, look for
the triangle's right-most corner. The triangle's right-most corner is in the spot where the bottom
edge of the paper, which is horizontal, meets the bottom-right edge of the paper, which is
diagonal. If the small triangle isn't there, check to make sure you did step eight of part one
correctly. Make an inside reverse-fold in the bottom. If you don't know what an inside
reverse-fold is or forget how to do an inside reverse-fold, follow the steps below [25] X
Research source Fold the center crease of the triangle you located in the last step gently
inward, creating a small valley fold. At the same time, fold the two diagonal sides of the triangle
outward to create small mountain folds. This should result in the small triangle creating a small
"notch" on the side of the paper. Then, create one more mountain fold along the crease
extending from the tip of the triangle. This is called an inside reverse-fold. Make another inside
reverse-fold. In what was once the bottom left corner, you'll need to fold another notch of a
slightly different shape. It runs parallel to the right side of the smaller triangle and is
perpendicular to the side of the octagon. Push gently inward along this crease to create a valley
fold. Then, as before, push the sides of the triangle gently outward, creating small ridges.
Finally, create one more valley fold, pushing inward the nearest horizontal crease that runs
parallel to the horizontal side of your new "notch. Turn the paper 90 degrees and repeat Steps 3
and 4. Do this for the 3 remaining sides. Part 4 of Use the valley fold on each petal's edge. Now
that the basic structure of your rose is in place, it's time to start working on the petals. As your
first step, you'll need to add a valley fold the outside edge of each one. On the right side of each
of these is a large, flat surface. Grasp the edge of this surface and fold it inward. Specifically,
grab the three sides of the outside edge and fold them in such that a small tab shaped like a
trapezoid is formed. Fold in the corners. Looking at your rose from the side, you should now
see that you have four shapes that look like triangles with one corner chopped off along the
area you just valley-folded. Protruding from the base of each of these you should see a small
triangle of the white side of your paper. Fold in the right-side point of each of these
"chopped-off" triangles. Unfold the corners and reverse fold them. Unfold the valley folds you
just made to the tips. Then, reverse fold them such that each tip disappears inside the rose. Add
tiny valley folds. Your "chopped off" triangles should now look like they have two points
chopped off: one on the left and a tiny one on the right, created by your reverse folds. You'll
now fold up the tiny "chopped" side at a 45 degree angle from the base of the "chopped"
triangle i. Unfold and reverse fold. Unfold the valley folds you just made, and then reverse fold
along the same lines, folding the tiny triangle you created in the previous step inside the rose at
all four points. Fold down the edges. Your "chopped off" triangle should now have reverse folds
at each "chopped" edge. These will allow you to make a small valley fold, horizontal to the base
of each triangle, folding the resulting tab outward. Do this to all four petals. Create legs. Bring
the petals together to create "legs. Press down on the creases to hold them in place. The result
should be four pointed and fairly sturdy legs. Turn it over and fold the legs in. Turn your rose
over such that you are looking down into the white interior. Then, one by one, fold down each of
the triangular legs. Turn the rose over. The square that you are looking down on will become the
top of the rose. Push in the quadrants. The square on top of your rose should be divided into
four quadrants by creases. With your finger, gently push in each quadrant, leaving in place the
ridges that form an "X" over the top of the square. Place a finger into each of the four quadrants
around the "X" and gently rotate. Make a swirl. With a pair of tweezers, grab the center of what
was once the "X," and slowly but firmly continue to rotate, being careful not to tear the paper.
This may take several tries to get right. Curl the petals. Using two fingers, take each petal by the
point and roll it toward the center, then release. This will create nicely curled petals. Part 5 of
Get a new piece of paper. If you want to add an origami stem, start with a fresh piece of paper,
preferable green. Start with the white side up and fold it in half. Valley fold the paper, from
corner to corner, creating two triangles, then unfold. Fold the corners in. Create two more valley
folds, folding the left and right corners in toward the center crease, creating a kite shape. Fold
the corners in again toward the center crease. Then do it one more time. You should now have a
very skinny kite shape. Turn it over and fold upward. Flip your stem over so that the edges of

the paper all face hidden, then fold the bottom point up to the top one. Fold it in half. Now, fold
the stem in half along the vertical axis. Fold down the sides, then reverse fold. Fold the outer
part which will become the leaf of the paper outward, away from the inside stem , creating two
diagonal creases. Then, reverse fold the leaf out and away from the stem. It will have crease in
the center. Attach the stem. Put the pointed end of the stem through the small hole in the
underside of your rose where the "legs" all meet. Not Helpful 19 Helpful Part 5 of this guide
explicitly states that making a stem for your rose is optional. Not Helpful 14 Helpful Any paper is
fine, but construction and manila paper are not recommended as they are difficult to be exact
when folding. Not Helpful 16 Helpful As long as the paper is square, then you can use these
same steps with printer paper. You may have to cut the printer paper into an even square. Not
Helpful 15 Helpful Any size. In origami, the size of the paper does not matter. You can make the
same model in small and large versions. Not Helpful 55 Helpful It doesn't really have to, it just
makes it easier to keep track of which side you're currently on and whether you're folding in the
right direction. Not Helpful 21 Helpful One is for the rose blossom, the other is for the stem. You
insert the stem into the small hole in the bottom of the rose blossom. Not Helpful 61 Helpful No,
it doesn't have to be perfect. Just try your best. If you're not happy with the way it turns out,
keep trying. Something like this takes practice. Not Helpful 9 Helpful You can buy sets with
origami paper, or you can take an A4 piece of paper and take one corner and fold it so it's in line
with the other side. After that you just need to cut the extra bit off so that you have a square
piece. Not Helpful 64 Helpful You can use any color you like. Keep in mind different colors can
mean different things to people. Not Helpful 11 Helpful Include your email address to get a
message when this question is answered. Make sure your folds are sharp and precise. Line
edges up carefully before making the crease. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Your folds need to be
straight as possible or it will not turn out right. You can also make a stem from green pipe
cleaners or wire, if you don't want to make one using origami. You don't have to use colored
paper, but it will make your rose look much better. By using two different colors, it will make it
easier to keep track of where you are at in the process. At the end, just before rolling the petals,
if you fold the 4 pointed tips inward it looks much more realistic. Submit a Tip All tip
submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Related wikiHows How to. How to.
More References Co-authors: Updated: November 28, Categories: Flora Origami Paper Roses.
Article Summary X To fold a paper rose, use a square piece of paper and make the base folds,
then unfold each base fold to create creases. Nederlands: Een roos vouwen van papier. Italiano:
Fare una Rosa di Carta. Bahasa Indonesia: Melipat Mawar Kertas. Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read 3,, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow
better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Sign up for wikiHow's weekly email newsletter Subscribe You're all set! This
beautiful origami rose is the best gift for a loved one! Giving a rose that you have folded
yourself is a gesture of pure love and devotion. Obviously, a lovely glossy red paper will be very
effective for the rose, but for a different take, why not try some cooler colours or patterns? For a
printable pdf version of the rose instructions , click here. You will need Adobe Reader installed
on your computer in order to open the. You can get Adobe Reader here. These diagrams are
designed to be used with the video of the folding method. They are meant as a "memory jogger"
only. This is because this model is best learned by being shown directly, as some of the
three-dimensional folds can be challenging. Form the 3D rose by taking each top right corner
and folding to next quadrant, counter clockwise. For other beautiful flowers, click here. Make a
Simpler Rose - Robyn's Rose! Click Here. Show Off Your Origami!! If you have made a piece of
origami that you want to share, everyone would love to know about it! Other Beautiful Flowers
to Make. Search Origami-Fun. Flatten, while rotating counter-clockwise. Form rose within the
palm of your hand. Turn over and smooth inside of rose, by pressing down slightly at the base.
Fold down edges and tuck in to form the bottom of the rose. Turn over, open centre of flower
and smooth. Roll the petals down to curve them. Finished rose. Although origami roses are
among the most popular paper-folding projects , many rose designs are far beyond a beginner's
capabilities. The Kawasaki rose, for example, has 29 steps and includes both inside and outside
reverse folds. It's a beautiful design but incredibly intimidating if you're just learning the basics
of the art of paper folding. If you're looking for a simple origami rose, this design fits the bill. It's
a modification of a traditional model based on the origami blintz base form. Tiny folds require
an attention to detail that can be frustrating for little hands. The project uses colored notepaper
squares that are the same color on both sides. Adjust the size of the paper as you wish to
change the size of the flowers. If you want to make a two-tone rose, try carefully brushing the
folded flower with a bit of watercolor paint. A white paper rose with flecks of red is especially
pretty. Fold your paper in half horizontally. Unfold, then fold the paper in half vertically. Unfold

once more. Make sure to press hard on the crease lines so they're easy to see once the paper
has been unfolded. Fold each corner into the middle crease to make what is known in origami
as a blintz base. Fold each corner into the middle crease again. In origami craft, this shape is
known as a double blintz. Fold each corner into the middle crease for a third and final time. This
shape is known as a triple blintz. If you're working with small paper, these folds may be
somewhat difficult to make. If necessary, press down over the folds with your fingernail to
create precise creases. Carefully curl back the layers of the paper to form petals for your rose.
Here, a soft crease creates the most natural-looking flower, so in this one case, don't press
down too hard on the fold. To make leaves for your origami rose, you'll need a square of green
paper that is the same size as the red paper you used for the rose petals. Make a kite base by
folding the paper in half along one of the diagonals. Unfold, then fold the two opposite corners
into the middle. Fold the widest points in once more to make the diamond shape shown in the
photo. Fold your diamond shape in half along the middle crease. Make squash folds on the left
and right sides, as shown in the photo. Flip the green paper over, then glue the red rose to the
middle of the triangle so it looks like the two points are leaves for the flower. This design makes
a lovely accent for a greeting card or scrapbook page. You could also add a magnet to display
on your refrigerator or frame a collection of folded roses to make pretty wall art for your home.
As of September 1, , Abnora Fejza Idrizi of Skenderaj, Kosovo, holds the Guinness world record
for creating the largest origami flower. It measures 28 feet, 6 inches in diameter. Tip If you want
to make a two-tone rose, try carefully brushing the folded flower with a bit of watercolor paint.
Materials 1 Square of red notepaper 1 Square of green notepaper. Fold a Blintz Base. Tip If
you're working with small paper, these folds may be somewhat difficult to make. Watch Now:
How to Make a Dragon. Show Full Article. Dana Hinders. Chrissy Pk. Kate Pullen. These
diagrams may be freely downloaded and used for personal enjoyment. Please see our copyright
page for more details. There are many other sources of origami diagrams on the web, and in
many cases the artists have graciously granted free downloading to the website owners. Please
respect the generosity of these artists by not distributing or repackaging their work without
permission. You can find many diagrams by modern origami artists in our online magazine, The
Fold. You can also find downloadable diagrams for sale at at our online store, The Origami
Source. Skip to main content. For the diagrams on this page, Non-profits, origami societies, and
educational institutions can use them for free, but give us credit. Individuals may use them in
their teaching both teaching-for-free and paid work if they join OrigamiUSA. Please give us
credit. Other commercial usage should be negotiated with our Development team, at
development [at] origamiusa. Brachiosaurus - Second Design. Interlocking Modular Origamu
Unit. King David's Crown. Octagon Waterwheel. OrigamiUSA Sailboat. Puzzles and Brain
Teasers. Right Triangle Bird. Step by Step diagrams are probably the most popular and easiest
to follow way to show how to fold things out of paper. Trying to find good origami instructions
on the Internet can be a lot of work though. Everyone Can Learn Origami is a book specifically
for beginners who want to learn how to make origami. As you can see, the diagrams in this
book are incredibly detailed and very easy to follow. Even if you're a complete paper folding
beginner you should be able to fold most of what's here. Simply click on a model to view the
diagrams. Diagrams marked with a heart are some of my favourites. The difficulty is purely
based on how difficult I think the model is to fold. Please note that none of these diagrams are
hosted on this site. Wherever possible I tried to link to an actual HTML page on the site but in
some cases this was not possible. Click on a category title below to expand that category and
see a list of all the instructions. The diagrams are sorted alphabetically based on name. Anime
and Cartoon Characters. Birds and Bats. Boxes and Containers. Dinosaurs and Prehistoric
Creatures. Fish and Sea Creatures. Holidays Christmas, Halloween, etc. Insects and Spiders.
Mythological Creatures. Plants and Trees. Science Fiction. Shapes and Modular Including
Kusudamas. Star Wars. Video Games. Instructions for the best origami models can only be
found in books. If you're looking for more awesome things to fold check out our list of favourite
books. We've written reviews and made lists of the models you'll find in each one. No matter
what you're looking for you'll definitely find some cool things to fold. Origami Instructions and
Diagrams. Ready to become a master folder? Check out our highly-rated book, Everyone Can
Learn Origami! Jumping Frog. Masu Box. Cat Face. Flying Squirrel. Traditional Frog. Gorilla
Face. Scottie Dog. Siamese Cat. Teddy Bear. Traditional Bird. Flying Duck. Penguin Baby.
Penguin Face. Butterfly Fish. Simple Crab. Goldfish Balloon. Killer Whale. Traditional Cicada.
Flying Cicada. Christmas Tree. Grave Stone. Santa Hat. Heart with Wings. Witch Hat. Food and
Drink. Ice Cream Cone. Watermelon Slice. Balloon with Wings. Traditional Boat. Samurai
Helmet. Star Box. Water Bomb. Kong T. Bernard Axojisan ori-axono. Anibal Voyer Pajarita. Easy
Stellated Rhombic Dodecahedron J. Looking for More Awesome Things to Fold? Origami
Mauro. University of Wisconsin. Joseph Wu Origami. Passion Origami. Zing-Man Origami. Part 1

, Part 2 , Part 3. Star Wars Origami. Origami Chile. International Origami Society. Diffusione
Origami. The British Origami Society. Origami Deutschland. Design in Origami. Happy Folding.
Adys Art. Origami Club. Centro Diffusione Origami. Brilliant Origami. La Chronique de
Melisande. Fish Goth. Tomodachi Museum. Drop Box. Media Fire. Bloom 4 Ever. Origami Seiten.
Jisaku Jien Origami. Origami Artis Bellus. Origami by Tchami. British Origami Society. Zen of
Origami. Origami Societeit Nederland. Origami Hatake. Live Origami. Origami Diagram. Artis
Bellus. Origami Modular Mania. Origami Modular. Mauro Origami. Erik Demaine. Origami
Modulari. James S. Haligami World. Kusudama Me! Origami Tanteidan. Star Wars Origami
Designs. I suggest that whenever you get stuck in this Instructable , check out the link to the
video I posted on the very last step. The video goes very fast, so use this Instructable as a
broken-down guide to what is going on in the video. This would probably help a lot for those of
you who said the pictures weren't very clear. Hope this helps! I believe that most of you already
know how to do this. Add two diagonal folds. Fold up the corners according to the picture.
When you're done, it should look something like in the photo. Now, take one corner, and bring it
along the diagonal to the opposing corner. Make crease. Open up. Repeat for the other three
sides. New creases are shown below. After this, turn the paper over. Bring corner up until the
edge meets the line. Make crease until it is almost at the center of the corner as shown. Now
make a square in the center. To do this, fold the origami in half. Fold it in half again. Fold the tip
up until it lines with the triangle shaped crease above it. Open up, and you'll find a square in the
middle. I'm not sure what the step is called, but I'd like to introduce you to the very easy
diamond method. I learned this from the internet, and thought it was great. First, fold the square
in half following its diagonal. Pinch the two sides together, and flatten the paper out, making
sure the flap thing is facing toward the left side. Open up the square and bring the flap up.
Unfold the origami, and you'll have that little swirl in the middle. I've seen two other methods of
doing this before, but I still like the diamond method the best. Ok, this step isn't hard, though if
you learn it through pictures it may be a bit confusing. I'll try my best. First, turn the origami
around so you can't see the square in the center. Then, if you pull back one of the flaps, you'll
see a crease going from a corner down. You will have to pop up this crease. The images may be
sort of helpful for this. Simply put a finger beneath the paper, right under the crease, and push
upwards. Reinforce the marked creases so the figure looks more 3D. Do this to all four corners.
There are several ways to do this, and I found flattening it out the most efficient. Simply pop the
crease running down the center of the triangle out, and flatten it. Bring it to the left, and press it
against the layer under it. Once you did that, open the triangle back up. Bring the side of the
adjacent trapezoid thing over, and cover the left half of the triangle. Fold the excess paper back
so it keeps the "leg" that we created together. Do it to all four sides the last side is more
challenging than the others, but the method is basically the same. However, if any "leg"
becomes loose or opens up, you'll have to fix them. Clipping them temporarily together with
something like a paper clip or small peg could be a solution, but Close that empty hole at the
bottom. Simply fold the "legs" over, and sort of "stack" them on top of each other. Once you get
to the last "leg", just tug it under the first one. You can skip this step if you prefer the rose as a
flower bud, though most would like it open. Smooth it out. Use something round, such as a
tooth pick, and curl the petals. Just roll them down along the side of the tooth pick, and repeat if
the curl isn't full enough. Now, look below the four main petals. You'll find smaller flaps. These
were the other half of the triangles. Curl them also. The origami rose is a bit difficult when you
first attempt at it, but with some more time most people can figure it out. So if it didn't turn out
as well as you hoped the first time, don't worry. I totally failed at it when I first learned it. Hope
you enjoyed it. Thanks for reading. OK, so I've got a few comments on some certain steps that
are still a bit unclear, so I went and found a video of it on Youtube. It's the same rose, though
some steps are a bit different. So if you're having trouble figuring out what to do from only
photos, then you should check out the video below. Somehow I made the trapezoid part come
out reversed, so the shorter side was facing inward and the longer side was facing outward.
Edit: I fixed it, and I got it on the first try! Very confusing.. The pictures have been clicked in too
close up.. The instrutlctions are anywaus confusing.. Stuck at You should take the picture of the
whole paper of each step.. The steps and pictures not going together flip my brain out. There's
random pics then instructions way later. Im stuck all the way at the pics on step 4 :'c im usually
good at origami. And I can't make sense of the photos, there too close. I'm sooo close to
finishing but I can't work out which triangles and which "trapezoid things" to fold Help me :.
Reply 8 years ago on Introduction. You are correct, this is a simplified instruction for the
kawasaki rose, second version I believe. Looking through these instructables on origami I find
myself disappointed that many of these folders do not feel the need to acknowledge the original
designer of the work they are showing, especially when entering contests Finds out I did it
right.. Introduction: Origami Rose. By ninjacow Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this

project? Share it with us! I Made It! Cardboard Horn Amplifier. Kid Name Circle Board by julien.
Reply Upvote. AudreyP13 4 years ago. TrinityHalfBlood 6 years ago. EveE2 6 years ago on Step
5. J-Five 8 years ago on Introduction. I misread the title, I thought it said "Origami Nose".
Nameramthgin ihoppancakes Reply 8 years ago on Introduction. Nykh 8 years ago on Step 5.

